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Documenting Your Projects

Tips for Making
Great Build Videos
2. Use a tripod

A cheap tripod is better than no tripod; for years
I used a $15 Sunpak with no complaints. Some
fancier models cantilever over your bench, or
if your bench is sturdy you can use a clamp-on
articulated arm, like my Manfrotto Magic Arm
and Super Clamp.

EASY

1. Your light is more important
than your camera

Shoot near a window (but out of direct sunlight) during daylight
hours. Fill from the complementary angle with a daylightbalanced softbox or clip lights diffused with tracing paper.
If you’re a night owl, you’ll need a lot more lights.

BECKY STERN (sternlab.org) is a DIY guru and
Director of Wearable Electronics at Adafruit. She
publishes a new project video every week and hosts
a live show on YouTube. She lives in Brooklyn, NY
and belongs to art groups Free Art & Technology
(“release early, often, and with rap music”) and
Madagascar Institute (“fear is never boring”).
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3. Shoot while building.
Always

It’s better to have too much footage than too
little, and the more time you spend working
in front of the camera, the more relaxed and
natural your movements will be. I’m so used to
working with my Magic Arm clamped in front of
me that it feels weird to make stuff without it.

4. Clean your bench

Clutter distracts viewers from the important
details, so put away anything that’s not
necessary for the shoot.
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7. Record voice-overs

Find a comfortable and quiet place to record. A closet full of
clothes makes a great sound-dampening mini-studio; even an
iPhone in a parked car can record very clean sound. Drink plenty
of water, sit up straight, smile like a complete buffoon, and project
from your diaphragm. Keep smiling as you record — it makes the
resulting audio much brighter and more engaging.

8. Edit obsessively

Get the video editing software that’s easiest for you to learn and
use. Go through your script and arrange the best takes of each
line on your timeline, and sprinkle liberally with b-roll. Show some
“hero shots” early on to entice your viewer to keep watching.
Watch your video over and over; adjusting pacing, clip start/end
points, audio levels, and color where applicable.

5. Write a script

Describe your project as if speaking to a
knowledgeable friend. Write down everything
you want to include, then prioritize and edit hard.
Leave only the most important bits, and save the
rest for the description or blog post. Show
and/or tell the viewer what the video is about
within the first 15 seconds. Read through your
entire script at a natural pace. Under 5 minutes?
Fabulous. Under 90 seconds? Even better.

9. Publish relentlessly

Put your video on one or more of your favorite video sharing sites
like YouTube and Vimeo. Don’t slack off when it comes to title,
tags, and descriptions. Share it with your followers on Twitter,
Facebook, Google+, and Tumblr. Email it to your friends, then
share it with topical forums and blogs. Look for submission forms
or “tips@” email addresses to the editors. Write a polite and brief
description of your project/video, paste the link, and suggest that
his/her readers might like it. Check out the YouTube playbook
(youtube.com/playbook) for more tips on engaging and growing
your online video audience.

10.

When in
doubt, add
a cat

T Main for Adafruit

6. Talk to the camera

Look directly into the lens, not at the screen.
If you have a friend running the camera, ask
her or him to look through the viewfinder and
not make eye contact while shooting. It’s OK
to look at your project, but always come back
to the camera lens to maintain an engaging
connection with the viewer.

Your videos, if
you make them
often enough, will
improve over time.
And remember:
When in doubt,
add footage of the
project with a cat —
everybody likes cat
videos!

For more tips from Becky, and to check out some of her amazing
projects (and amazing videos) visit makezine.com/beckystips.
Share it: #beckystips
Make:
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